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Abstract
C om puter A ssisted  C artography  (C A C ) is the app lica tion  of m odern 
computer technology in the fields of data capturing, processing and production. 
CAC has played a prominent role in i) acquisition of data through Automatic 
Data Logging Systems (ADLS), ii) creation of Data Bases of m ap/chart files 
using m anual/au tom atic digitizers, Hi) editing of da ta  by Interactive G raphic 
Terminals (GRT), iv) precise plotting and projection of data using sophisticated 
plotters, v) scribing of lineal details/symbols, vi) photoflashing and photo plotting 
of a lp h a n u m e r ic  d e ta i l s / s y m b o ls  on film , vii)  p r e p a ra t io n  of c o lo u r  
separation/ribbon originals. Thus CAC has taken over almost all roles of the time 
consuming conventional/manual cartography of hand print, stick up of phototyped 
alphanumeric details/symbols, hand scribe and manual colour separation. CAC 
has radically reduced the time span of chart making and provides fast, accurate 
and uniform results.
A computer assisted, cartographic plotting system consisting of an on-line 
system for data base generation and an off-line precision plotting system for 
preparation of fair drawing originals was installed in the Naval Hydrographic 
Office (NHO), Dehra Dun in 1981.
The paper outlines the process of chart production by CAC and discusses 
the functions of different units of the system such as the digitizer, verification 
plotter, graphic terminal, precision plotter, etc.
(*) Principal Civil Hydrographic Officer, Naval Hydrographic Office, P.B. 75, Dehra Dun—248001, India.
The authors have made an appraisal of the functioning of CÀC in nautical 
charting  in NHO  during the p ast 5 y ears and have explained various 
p roblem s/setbacks th a t were encountered by cartographic program m ers and 
draughtsmen in running the auto chart system and how these were overcome by 
continued Research and Development (R&D) efforts.
The paper reveals that initially compilations were not computer compatible, 
which resu lted  in positional erro rs /sh ift in plots, m isin terp retation  and 
misrepresentation. Standards for preparing computer compatible compilations have 
now been laid down. The ‘cartographic rigidity’ based on technical principles 
initially provoked resistance from certain cartographers and draughtsm en in 
accepting the CAC product. However, CAC products are now being accepted 
with minor reservations as these are drawn in a clear, sharper, uniform, accurate 
and faster manner.
The authors are of the opinion that nautical cartographers and draughtsmen 
who have the knowledge of charting practices and navigational requirements are 
better suited for working on the system than those persons without this specialized 
knowledge.
The paper outlines the R&D efforts and discusses various modifications 
m ade in original softw are and how certain  new softw are was developed for 
projection, lattices, etc.
The CAC in NHO is being maintained in-house by qualified electronic 
engineers. However, due to non availability of certain spares indigeneously the 
system at times becomes non-operational.
The authors have pointed out the limitation of new technology and have 
outlined the compromises that have been made. There are still certain unsolved 
problems in text depiction, positioning of finely curved details, overlapping of 
d eta ils  a t sharp  tu rn s , p lotting b reakers, ro ta tion  of specific sym bols, etc. 
However, it is felt that despite certain reservations CAC will continue to function 
as a useful tool for data storage, chart revision and production. It will also play a 
significant role in development of the new technique of the ‘electronic chart’.
INTRODUCTION
C harting and m apping are very ancient practices. C artographers have 
evolved meticulous standards and practices based upon scientific, artistic and 
aesthetic principles. The cartographic traditions of the national agencies within one 
country differ in reflection of discipline and history. With the advent of computers 
severa l aspec ts  of ch a rt m aking and  ca rto g rap h ic  techniques have been 
revolutionized. The first successful attem pts to use com puters in producing 
graphics were reported in the early 1960’s. Since then, the growth of computer 
g raph ics has been rapid  and cartog raphy  has vastly  im proved with the 
development of electronic gadgets in use for production of cartographic products 
such as nautical charts , m aps, architectural designs and m achine drawings. 
Considerable research has been oriented towards the conceptual or technical
problems of creating maps/charts using computers. Hydrographic Departments 
throughout the world have been using computers for the past two and half 
d ecad es for various activ ities in accelera ting  the task s in nau tica l chart 
production. Initially, various mathematical computations required for projections, 
co-ordinate conversion, azim uth and d istance com putations were solved by 
developing suitable computer programs. Then attempts were made to generate 
graphics by using plotters.
HISTORICAL RESUME OF DEVELOPMENT OF 
COMPUTER ASSISTED CARTOGRAPHY (CAC)
The US Defence Mapping Agency H ydrographic Centre (DMAHC) has been using 
an Automated Cartographic Production System (ACPS) since the mid-seventies. 
The development of this system has been carried out in a phased manner. ACPS 
consists of several sub-system s which are  used for da ta  capture, processing, 
editing and production of the nautical ch art. T hese sub-system s are  called: 
(i) Digital Edit and Compilation Sub-system; (11) Hydrographic Cartographic Data 
Base System; (Hi) Lineal Input System; (iv) Graphic Finishing Sub-system. 
Besides these, there are a few more sub-systems which provide other facilities for 
the DMAHC.
T he B ritish  H y d ro g rap h ic  D e p a rtm e n t introduced com puters in 1964 for 
various jobs and since the early  seventies has been using com puters in 
ca rto g rap h ic  activ ities. It has an ICL com puter as a host com puter with 
peripherals and plotters interfaced to them for the processing of data for chart 
border and hyperbolic and circular lattices for navigational survey purposes. It 
has offline digitizers for data capture and voice recognition devices for digitizing 
depth values. For precision plotting, AEG and Kongsberg plotters are used.
The Canadian H ydrographic Service (CHS) has been using computers in the 
chart production since the late seventies. The data capture is done by a PDP 
computer interfaced to a digitizer and is called a digitizing system. Graphical 
O nline M anipulation  and D isplay System  (G O M A D S) with a P D P  11/34 
computer and Tektronix graphic terminal are used for interactive editing of the 
digitized data. The plotting system with a Gerber plotter is used for drawing 
precision plots.
T he A u s tra lia n  H y d ro g rap h ic  D e p a rtm e n t has also acquired  a com puter 
assisted cartographic plotting system called Auto Chart, with a HP 2000 series 
computer as host computer with Gradicon digitizer, Gerber plotter, etc., interfaced 
to it.
Sim ilarly, W est G erm any, F rance, USSR and Jap a n  have introduced 





























FlG. 1A. — Cartographic Plotting System. On linesystem.
FlG. IB. — Kongsberg Precision Plotting System. Off-line system.
NAVAL HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE 
COMPUTER ASSISTED CARTOGRAPHIC PLOTTING SYSTEM
In order to increase the quality and quantity of chart production and to 
keep pace with the developments in computer assisted cartographic activity in 
other Hydrographic Offices of the world, the Indian Naval Hydrographic Office 
(NHO) acquired a cartographic plotting system (CPS) in 1981, which has been in 
operation since November 1981. The system consists-of an on-line system with 
P D P 1 1 /3 4 A  (Fig. 1-A ) as a host com puter for d a ta  cap tu re, editing and 
processing and an off-line precision plotting system consisting of a  Kongsberg flat 
bed precision plotter (Fig. 1-B ), SM 4 com puter, Pertek  tape drive and other 
peripherals. Verification plots are prepared on a Calcomp 960 plotter (on-line with 
PDP 11 /34). The Kongsberg precision plotter has the facility of drawing originals 
on scribecoat using scribe tools, on d raftex  using pens or on film using a 
photohead.
Stages of processing
Chart production in the Naval Hydrographic Office (NHO) is divided into 
three stages: (/) Compilation; (if) Fair drawing and (iii) Printing. The computer 
assisted  cartograph ic plotting system  (C PS) assists in all three stages. For 
compilation, a master grid with various control points plotted and graticule lines 
closely drawn on the required projection is prepared. The major contribution of 
CPS in NHO is the preparation of fair drawing originals which is explained 
schematically in figure 2.
Digitization
A compilation drawing is taken and linked to the system by creating a 
chart file, and physically linked to the digitizer by digitizing four corners of the 
compilation. This part of creating a chart file is called ‘initialization’ and is 
controlled by the System Manager (SM) Programme. Then the digitization is 
controlled by the Station Processor Program (SP). An Altek digitizer with a 
resolution of 0 .02  mm and a digitizing area of 1050 X 1500 mm is used for 
digitization. It has a cursor with a key pad. The digitizing station consists of an 
Altek digitizing table, a Tektronix graphic terminal for interactive editing and 
m onitoring and a video term inal for the opera to r’s com m unication with the 
computer. The digitizing of features can be done either in point mode or stream 
(continuous) m ode. The digitized position gives X, Y co-ordinates and the 
numerical figures on the keypad of the cursor can be used for the Z co-ordinates 
such as the depth value, or the height value. The textual features are digitized in 
a two point mode from where the start position of text and direction in which the 
text is to be placed is determined by the system. Actual text is keyed in from the 
video terminal.
FlC. 2. — Role of the Cartographic Plotting System in the preparation of production originals of 
navigational charts in the Hydrographic Office.
Verification
The data captured from the table is then used to generate a verification plot 
on the Calcomp 960  (two pen plotter) on permatrace. This verification plot can 
also be made on the Kongsberg, but the Calcomp 960 gives a quick on-line plot.
Editing
The verification plot obtained from the Calcomp 960  is checked against the 
compilation to check whether any items have been left out while digitizing, or 
were erroneously digitized. These are included/rectified by using both Tektronix 
graphic terminal and digitizer.
P reparation  of Plot Tapes and  Plots
When the digitization and editing are completed, the data file is ready for 
use in the preparation of plots. The Kongsberg plotting system requires data in a
specific format, i.e. in EBCDIC code and on 800 BPI density magnetic tapes. In 
the NHO two originals are normally prepared, one for line work on scribe sheet 
in negative mode and one for alphanumeric details on film in positive mode. For 
some charts a third original, either on scribecoat or film, is also prepared in CPS 
if the ‘magenta’ details of the chart are numerous such as traffic separation zones, 
prohibited area limits, etc. The line details original also contains projection data 
such as the standard border and graticule lines, which are separately generated 
by a batch program.
Software Organization
The software of the CAC system in the CPS is divided into three parts viz. 
D ata Input Sub-system, D ata M anipulation System and Plotting Sub-system . 
A schematic diagram of software facilities supplied by the manufacturer is given 
in Figure 3. Besides the software supplied by manufacturers, cartographic pro­
grammers have developed batch programmes for generation of border graduation, 
hyperbolic lattices for survey vessels and Decca Lattice sheets for charts.
Input Sub-system
This sub-system consists of program m es called System  M anager (SM ), 
S tation P rocessor (SP), Graphic Routines (GR), S tation G raphics (SG) and 
Digitizer Polling. These are further supported by Subfile Access (SA), Subfile 
Interface (SI), Projection Routines (PJ) and several Utilities (UT). This part of 
the software is used for data capture and interactive editing.
Data M anipulation System
It consists of two program m es called L oad /D um p (LD ) and C hart 
Generation (CG). The Load Dump programme is used for the selective deletion 
or copying of the details or compressing the chart file. The Chart Generation 
programme is used for the merging of several chart files into a single chart file or 
vice versa or into transforming chart file from one scale to another scale or 
projection. These programmes are of great use, particularly when the existing 
chart files are to be updated or to be used for compilation.
Plotting Sub-system
This part consists of programmes Chart Plot (CP), Symbology (SY) and 
Plot Routine (PL). These three programmes with the input from the three basic 
tables: Matrix Definition (MD), Symbol Definition (SD), and Feature Definition 
(FD ), generate the required chart plot processing the ch art file obtained by 
digitization. These three tables constitute the main input for drafting various 



















definition and structure of each feature and symbol is obtained from these tables 
by the programmes SY and PL.
O ther Uses of the System
Besides preparing the fair drawing originals, the CPS is used in the 
preparation of hyperbolic lattice sheets used by survey vessels for electronic 
position fixing on the survey grounds and D ecca lattice overlays for basic 
navigational charts. Survey fair sheets wherein survey data is incorporated by 
ship’s personnel are also prepared with the system.
Experiences
Even though the system  has been utilized for various activities in the 
nautical chart production, the cartographic personnel operating the system have to 
face innumerable problems. Initially, due to a lack of understanding of the exact 
procedure for making the compilation compatible for this type of processing, 
several deficiencies were observed when plots were exam ined and were not 
accepted by the Drawing Office personnel.
a) Lineal Features
Lineal features such as foreshore rocks, corals and mangroves need a 
specific line of digitization to get the correct delineation required on the chart. 
Compilers used to show these features symbolically on the compilation for the 
benefit of fair drawing draughtsmen. W hen these features are digitized, either 
taking the outer fringe or the inner side of the feature, the final depiction on the 
plot showed shift in the delineation. To obtain an exact depiction of the feature, 
compilers were advised to depict feature by a line only. If there are several 
features, the colour code has been suggested  for each feature. Besides this 
suggestion, the point of origin of a feature in the matrix defined for the feature 
was shifted to get the correct alignment of the feature. Similarly, roads which are 
required to be depicted on charts as a double line have a specific width. If the 
com pilation shows a  double line for a  ro ad , it would be im prac ticab le  for 
digitizing draughtsmen to run the cursor at the centre of the double line to obtain 
the specific depiction of road. To obviate this problem it was suggested to the 
cartographers that a line only be given for a  road and the width of the road be 
defined at the time of entering the feature which will be taken care of at the fair 
drawing stage. In case of shoal soundings surrounded by ring contours, generally 
the sounding value overlaps the contour line; since these are  given on two 
different originals, there is always a  possibility of m ism atch. To avoid this, 
cartographers were advised to depict the depth value to the size given on the 
chart and then m ark the contours around the value. This facilita tes better 
depiction of the shallow depth with ring contours on the printed chart.
b) Point Features
Symbols flashed from the symbol disk in the photohead initially were not 
positioned on the chart correctly. After several checks, it was found that digitized
positions of these symbols needed offsets while flashing. So matrices for all the 
flashing symbols were given required offset individually and in the digitization the 
symbols were precisely digitized. This has improved the positions obtained on 
final plots considerably.
c) Soundings
Soundings (depth values) given on the chart are required to be in a specific 
standard. Metre and decimetre values of the sounding are spaced in a standard 
gap. This gap between the two figures is atypical for these two figures. Initially, 
the d a ta  supplied by the m an u fac tu rer was not sa tisfac to ry . C artog rapher 
programmers have modified the software and defined the spacing as per required 
standard. Soundings depicted on compilations written by draughtsmen are not 
uniform. Each draughtsman writes the depth value in his own way and no two 
depth values written by two different draughtsmen are alike. This has created a 
problem to position the cursor for digitization accurately. The position of the 
sounding would be the centre of the entire figure. If this position is not digitized 
properly, the position of the sounding is shifted. This problem of variation of the 
sounding position was looked into and the compiling cartographers were advised 
to indicate the position of the sounding by a dot while they are transferring the 
data from originals. This has resulted in better positioning of the charted depths.
d) Software and Hardware Modification
The positional inaccuracies in point features were minimized/eliminated by 
replacing the crosswire cursor by a more pronounced cursor with circle and dot at 
the center of the cursor. Software modifications were done to depict certain 
symbols by way of converting one point feature to two point features or two 
points to multipoint or by changing the scale of the matrix defined for the symbol 
or by changing the position of the symbol.
e) Computer Compatibility of Compilations
Stated concisely, the compilations hitherto which were not compatible for 
digitization have been made compatible and cartographers have also accepted the 
computer product. Initial reluctance to accept the computer product by comparing 
it against the manual output (drawn by draughtsmen) has now diminished. Many 
problems in which the Cartographic Plotting System is unable to help the carto­
graphers as of now, are being looked into for obtaining some positive solutions.
f) Limitations of Computer Product Vis-a-Vis Manual Product
The basic difference in the product generated by the Cartographic Plotting 
System as against the manual one is that it cannot reproduce symbology in 
sm aller a reas  w hereas the d raugh tsm an  would squeeze in the details or by 
mosaicing the details to suit the area available. Since the computer product would 
be of uniform size and predefined, it always requires a  space for which it is 
programmed. In this context, only scale changes for features can be applied or 
new features defined for them. This is done for features like steep coast, corals or 
foreshore rocks. The textual features are produced with a specific uniform spacing 
and this gap gets squeezed in case of curvilinear text if the curve is too sharp. In
such cases, manually the draughtsmen mosaic the text on the curve as required. 
Software modification is required to overcome this problem.
Other Applications
The Computer Assisted Cartographic System can also be used in the 
compilation stage by providing reductions/enlargements from already existing 
chart files. Chart files can be manipulated to merge several files into one and vice 
versa. Preparation of colour separation originals can also be undertaken for the 
printing stage by using some special tools.
R&D EFFORTS IN HAND
a) Coastline
This feature is drawn with 0.2 mm thickness either on film or scribecoat, 
causing some variation in the output, particularly when the coastline is undulating. 
In such cases, the coastline depiction is not satisfactory. The coastline is normally 
digitized in point mode and a curve fitting routine is applied to produce a smooth 
line at the time of fair drawing. If the line is digitized in continuous mode, the 
coastline so obtained is not satisfactory. To get a better output sampling rate for 
data capturing, resolution has been modified in the case of continuous digitization 
and tested. Now except in a very pronounced zigzag curves, coastline digitized 
appears to be satisfactory. But work is in hand to eliminate the problem perma­
nently in all cases.
b) Breakers, Submarine Pipelines and Submarine Cables
These symbols are available on symbol disk for photoflashing. But if the 
line of digitization is other than East-West direction, these symbols are not flashed 
in the required direction, which implies that the rotation required for these symbols 
before flashing is not affected in the existing plotting software. This needs to be 
solved by introduction of rotation factor for the feature.
c) Textual Features
When combining textual features with numerical data the spacing required 
between the characters is not uniform. The spacing between characters in relation 
to certain numerical characters has to be modified. This is being attempted by 
changing the width of the matrix of the character or point of origin.
d) Labelling and Symbol Disk for Text
Labelling of the borders, lattice sheets and Hifix plotting sheets can be done 
by plotter by using batch programmes. A  few subroutines are to be added to 
generate this labelling. Further, textual details are also being obtained on symbol 
disk to flash the textual characters instead of photoplotting. This new disk when 
obtained has to be integrated with the existing system with necessary software 
modifications and additions.
e) Software Maintenance and Development
All the software supplied by the manufacturer is maintained in-house and 
the required modifications are carried out by the cartographic programmers. All 
the batch processing software was developed in-house and attempts are being 
made to improve the software to overcome the difficulties encountered while 
processing. Software modifications and development are an ongoing process and 
experience has shown that the cartographers who have computer background are 
better suited for the software maintenance and development and the draughtsmen 
for the day to day operations on digitizer and plotter.
Exchange of Digital Data and Role of CAC
The International Hydrographic Organization has constituted a committee 
to look into the aspects of digital data exchange for charts. Hitherto, national 
agencies under an agreement obtain charts of other countries in the form of 
repromats for printing. With the advent of computer assisted cartographic system, 
it is felt that the need has arisen to look into a better means of exchange of 
charts. The Indian Naval Hydrographic Department is represented on this 
committee. The format designed for exchange is a tape format, on which a chart 
file is formatted in a sequential manner, with chart information in first logical 
record, feature codes in second logical record and positional data in third logical 
record. This format is very flexible and user agencies can convert them to their 
formats with some computer programs written at their end. This format was 
considered at the XlIIth I.H. Conference in May 87 for adoption.
Electronic Chart
The concept of the electronic chart has developed from the fast growth of 
electronic systems used in hydrography and nautical cartography. We can say 
that it is in embryo stage as far as the navigational chart is concerned. Even 
though, certain commercial organizations have introduced these for limited use 
such as in fishing and yachting. To apply the same technique to navigational 
chart at this stage is too early. Most of the developed countries have expressed a 
cautious opinion about its utility. Conceptually, it is equivalent to a paper chart. 
The CAC would be contributing to the concept of the electronic chart by creating 
a comprehensive data base of digital charts.
ACHIEVEMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS
We can confidently point out that the introduction of computer assisted 
cartography in nautical charting has considerably improved the quality of the 
products, accelerated the production of charts with uniform, accurate and constant 
outputs. W ith the present situation in manpower constraints imposed by the 
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contribution is significant. The quantitative output obtained from the cartographic 
plotting system in respect of various cartographic jobs undertaken in the NHO is 
outlined in the table.
Data can be easily converted into digital form through digitization and 
complex symbols are reproduced with consistent uniform sharpness and accuracy. 
The most time consuming job of generating pecked lines of different sizes of 
different types is fast produced on plotters with precision and uniform gaps. 
Complex computational requirements for projections, Hifix, Seafix, plotting sheets 
and co-ordinate conversions, etc., have been simplified and easily available for the 
users.
With the introduction of a new data acquisition system on the survey 
grounds, new techniques in electronic position fixing systems and plotting devices, 
there will be significant changes in the outlook of nautical cartographers. More 
and more computer aided techniques will be used in various spheres of 
cartographic activity in the near feature.
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